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We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the linearity of multiple regression 
on a general stable vector, along with a sutlicient condition for the finiteness of the 
conditional absolute moment when 0 <a < 1. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
For jointly Gaussian random variables and processes, regressions are 
always linear. But this is not true for general jointly stable variables and 
processes with index of stability 0 < o! < 2. Unlike the Gaussian case, condi- 
tional moments may not be finite when 0 < c1< 2 and when 0 < tl< 1 the 
conditional mean may not be finite. 
LePage [4] first showed that for stationary harmonizable stable pro- 
cesses {X(r), - co < t < co ) (which are conditionally stationary Gaussian), 
all conditional first moments of the type E[) X(t)1 )X(s)] are finite with 
proability one even for O<cl< 1 and all regressions E[X(t)lX(s)] are 
linear. Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [7] obtained sufficient conditions for the 
finiteness of condional absolute moments of the type E( 1 YIP) X) for 
0 <p < 2 and two jointly symmetric stable random variables X, Y. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study the regression 
E( YI x1 3 -*a, X,,) for general stable vectors (Xi, . . . . X,, Y). In Section 2 we 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for the linearity of the multiple 
regression E( Y I X1, . . . . X,) which is always well defined when 1~ c( < 2, and 
we derive various properties of the regression. In Section 3 we give a 
sufficient condition for the finiteness of E( 1 Y ( I X,, . . . . X,) when 0 < o! < 1, 
in terms of a certain integrability property of the spectral measure and the 
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joint characteristic function of X,, , . . . . X,. This enables us to get necessary 
and sufftcient conditions for the linearity of regression, which turn out to 
be similar as when 1 < LY < 2. Finally we apply these results in Section 4 to 
various classes of stable processes, such as scale mixtures of Gaussian 
processes, and stationary moving average and harmonizable processes. 
We will use vector notation for simplicity: a = (a,, . . . . a,), ab = C?= 1 aibi, 
for a, b E R”. If X,, . . . . X,, Y are jointly a-stable (0 < c1< 2), then their joint 
characteristic function is, with X = {X, , . . . . X,), 
q(t,s)=Eexp{i(tX+sY)} 
[ ( tu + su Ia - itan(alr/2)(tu + so)<‘)] dT(u, u) 
a# 1, 
= 
[~tu+sul+i~(tu+su)logItu+sul]dr(u,u) 
u= 1, (1.1) 
where the spectral measure f is a finite measure on the unit sphere S,, + 1 
of UP+l, (ao, b,)ElR”+’ is the location parameter, and a(‘> = 1 v) a sgn(o) 
for VE R’. 
When n = 0, (1.1) is simply the charcteristic function of an a-stable 
random variable Y with scale s = [s 1 u (Ix dT(u)]‘/*, skewness 
~=~u<~>dr(u)/~(uladT(u), where f has mass only u = + 1. A stable 
random variable is called symmetric (resp. totally right skewed or totally 
left skewed) if /I = 0 (resp. 1 or - 1). 
Without loss of generality we assume throughout that the location 
parameter is the zero vector when o! # 1. 
2. REGRE~HON ON STABLE VECTORS WHEN lccrc2 
The first-order moment of a stable random variable is finite when the 
index of stability is 1 <a < 2. Therefore it is of interest to investigate 
whether or not the regression on a stable vector is linear. We first find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for linearity of regression. 
THEXIREM 1. Let X,, . . . . X,,, Y be jointly a-stable with 1 -C a < 2, and 
characteristic function as in (1.1). Then the regression of Y on X is linear and 
E(YIX)=aX as. 
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if and only if for all t E W, 
I sn+,b - au)W @-‘>dl-(u, u)=O, 
J sn+, (u-au)Ituja-ldT(u, u)=O. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Proof: It is well known that E(Y) X) = ax if and only if 
$t, $1 = I r s=O al+ cp(C 8) +1 . . . + a, i cp(t, s) ” II s=o 
with cp(t, S) as in (1.1) (see Miller [S, Theorem 3.11). The result then 
follows from 
p cp(C s) (tu)+‘>udT(u,u) 
s=o 
Jtul*-‘udT(u,u) 
(tu)+ ‘> ukdr(u, u) 
a7c 
+ ia tan y ( )J 1 tU\“-’ Ukdr(U, U) .%+I 
The justification of differentiating log cp(t, s) with respect to s at s = 0 
under the integral sign follows by dominated convergence: By Lemma 
4(a), (b) it follows that for IsI<6 both s-‘{ltu+su(a-~tuIa} and 
s-‘{(tu+su)) <‘> - (tu)<‘>) are bounded in absolute value by 
at?- ’ ( u Ia + a I tu I’- ’ I u ) and the upper bound is r-integrable and does 
not depend on s. 1 
Remark 1. (a) When X is symmetric, we have jSn+,(tu)<IX) dT=O, 
hence S&+1 uk I tu Ia- ’ dT= 0, by taking the derivative with respect to tk, 
k = 1, . . . . n, and (2.2) becomes ~S,+,u JtuJ’-‘dr=O, 
(b) When (X, Y) is symmetric, we have jSn+, (tu+ su)<‘> dT(u, u) 
= 0, and likewise (2.2) is always satisfied. The necessary and suflicient 
condition (2.1) for linear regression in the symmetric stable case was given 
in Miller [5]. 
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In the bivariate case we have the following simplification, given also in 
Hardin et al. [3], and properties. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X, Y be jointly a-stable with 1 < c1 -C 2 and spectral 
measure IT 
(1) E(YIX)=aXifandonlyif 
(2.3) 
and 
a= s u+‘>udT(u, u) j. Iu(=dI+, u). 
s2 s2 
(2) Zf X is totally skewed, then E( YI A’) = aX. 
(3) If Y is totally skewed and the regression of Y on X is linear, then 
X is also totally skewed. 
ProoJ (1) It follows from Theorem 1 that E( Y ( X) = aX iff 
I (u-aau)u(“-‘)dT=O, 
s2 
s S2(u-au)luJ”-LdI’=0, 
and therefore iff either X is asymmetric and 
I u(a-l>u dT Sl i j s* Iul”dr=js2 lul”-lud~/js~u<a>dT=o. 
or X is symmetric, 
I IuIa-ludr= u(“>dT=O, and a= u(‘-‘>udf 
s2 
I 
(u(“df. 
s2 
s 
s2 is s2 
(2) If X is totally right skewed, then IS, 1~1~ dT(u, u) = 
~S2u<b> dr(u, u) which means lp 1 cos 8 (01 dr(e) = {p (cos f?)<@> dr(0), and 
hence f has no mass in (~/2,3x/2). It follows by (1) that the regression of 
Y on X is linear. 
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(3) If the regression of Y on X is linear, then (2.3) is written as 
F 
2rr 
Jo 
sin 8 (COS @<a-i) df(8) \:’ (COS ep dqe) 
5 
2n 
= sin 0 
0 
lc0sel~-ldT(e)~~~lc0se/.dT(B). 
If we let 
A = /=” sin 8 (cos 0)+ l WeI, *=/3n’2 sin8/cosBI”-‘df(8), 
-n/2 7712 
C=J (cos ey dr(fI), 1 cos 8 1 g dr(e), 
-n/2 
D = j3n’2 
n/2 
then (A - B)( C - D) = (A + B)( C + D) which implies AD = - BC, i.e., 
=- /=Tsin e 1~0s 0(a--l dr(e)j~~,2(~~~ e)adr(e). (2.4) 
If Y is totally skewed, then r(6) is concentrated entirely on (0, n) or (x, 271) 
depending on whether Y is totally right or left skewed. If say 
T((rr, 27~)) = 0, then the RHS of (2.4) is less than or equal to 0 and the 
LHS of (2.4) is greater than or equal to 0. Hence both sides have to vanish, 
and thus r( ( - 7c/2, x/2)} = 0 or r( (7r/2,3~/2)} = 0; i.e., X is totally left or 
right skewed, respectively. 1 
We now establish an additivity property of regression (Corollary 2( 1)): 
When the Xk)s are independent, the regression of Y on all the Xk)s is the 
sum of the regressions of Y on each X,. This is based on the following 
general characterization. 
~OPOSITION 1. Assume X1, . . . . X, are independent and their chf ‘s cp 1, . . . . rp, 
are integrable and nonzero a.+ E ( Y I < 00, and jR” I E[ Y exp(itX)] I dt < co 
(or, equivalently, SIR” I cpl(tl) . ..cp.(t,) t,b(t, O)( dt < co). Then 
Et Yl XI, . . . . X,)=E(YJX,)+ ... +E(YIX,) 
if and only if for all t E R”, 
VW, 0) = $(t1,0, . . . . 0,O) + $(O, t2,0, .*., 0,O) + . . . + l+b(O, . .. . t,, O), 
where t,b(t, s) = 8 log q(t, s)/i%. 
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Proof Denote by (Pi and fk the chf and pdf of X,. Since X1, . . . . X,, are 
independent, their joint chf is cp(t, 0) = qr (tr) . . . rp,(t,), and their joint pdf 
is f, (x1) . ..fn(x.,). The regression function is then given by 
1 
E(y’X=x)=(2n)“~;=lfk(nk) R” f 
exp( - itx) E[ Y exp( itX)] dt. 
We can write 
E[ Y exp(itX)] = f t cp(t, s) = 4 dt, 0) $(t, 0) 
s=o 1 
and, therefore, 
E(Y,X=x)=f[R”)(t,O) fi e-“$+ft. 
j=l 3 
Likewise we have 
1 
E(YIX,=xk)=2nfk(nk) we I 
--iwk ,q yei%&) dt, 
1 
=27rif(&) we I 
-‘~a qk(tk) t,b(O, . . . . 0, tk, 0, . . . . 0) drk 
=ifR 
II 
t,b(O, . . . . 0, tk, 0, . . . . 0) fi epi~~2~~~~,J dt. 
j=l J 
Hence 
E(Y jX=x)- i E(YlX,=x,) 
k=l 
= 
J[ 
l+qt, O)- i I(/(O, . . . . 0, t,, 0, -.., 090) 
w k=l 1 
n 
x n e -+I 
Vjttj) dt 
j=l 2R $(Xj) 
and the result follows from the uniqueness of Fourier transform. fi 
The same argument used in the proof of the proposition establishes the 
following more general result. 
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PROPOSITION 1’. Let the vectors (X,, . . . . X,,), (X,, + I, . . . . X,,), . . . . 
(X/Cm- , + , , . . . . X,,) be independent and their chf’s integrable and nonzero a.e., 
E I YI < CO, and SW,, 1E[ Y exp(itX)] 1 dt < co. Then 
E( Yl X1, . . . . X,)=E(Y(X,, . ..) X/q)+ ... +WMq,,-,+~, . . . . J’n) 
if and only if for all t E R”, 
VW, 0) = ‘h(t1, ..-, tk, 0, ..*, 0,O) + ... + l/2(0, . ..) 0, t,,_, + ,, . ..) t,, O), 
where $ is as in Proposition 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf Xl,..., X,, Y are jointly a-stable with 1 <a < 2, and 
X 1, . . . . X, are independent, then the following are true: 
(1) E(YIX*, --‘, X,J=E(YIX,)+ ... +E(Y\X,,). 
(2) E(YlX,, . . . . X,J=C"= k ,akXk ifand only if E(YlX,)=a,X,, for 
all k = 1, . . . . n. 
(3) If all X,, . . . . X, are totally skewed, then the regression of Y on 
X 1, . . . . X, is linear. 
(4) If the regression of Y on X,, . . . . X,, is linear and Y is totally 
skewed, then all X,, . . . . X,, are totally skewed. 
ProoJ These follow directly from Theorem 1, Corollary 1, and Proposi- 
tion 1 by using the independence of X1, . . . . X,, , i.e., 
r((U,U)ES,+1:3i,j=l,..., n,i#j,24iUj#O}=0 
(see Miller [S] ) and its consequences 
Re W, O)= -ai+, (tu)<*-‘>udr(u, O) 
=-aii (tku,)+ ‘> u dT(u, u), 
k=’ &,I 
Im $(t, 0) = -a tan 
1 tkukla-’ u df(u, u). 1 
COROLLARY 3. If X,, . . . . X,, Y are jointly a-stable with 1 c a < 2, and 
the uectors (X, , . . . . Xk,), . . . . (X,,,-, + 1, . . . . X,) are independent, then the 
following are true: 
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(1) ~(YIX,,...,X,)=E(YIX,,...,X,,)+ ‘..+E(YIX,m-,+l,...,Xn). 
(2) E(YIX, ,..., X,)=CII=,a,X,ifandonlyifE(YJXk,+, ,..., X,,+,)= 
c$+;,+ 1 aiXj, for i = 0, . . . . m - 1 (k, = 0). 
3. REGRESSION ON STABLE VECTORS WIIEN O<a<l. 
Regression for stable variables with index 0 < a G 1 has not been studied 
much because El Y[ = co. However, the conditional expectation E( ( YI IX) 
may be as. finite for some jointly stable variables (X, Y) (see Samorod- 
nitsky and Taqqu [7], for the symmetric case). In this section, for general 
stable vectors with 0 < c1< 1, we give a sullicient condition for the finiteness 
of conditional expectation and a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
linearity of the multiple regression function. 
THFKIREM 2. Let Xl,.., X,,, Y be jointly u-stable with 0 < a < 1, and joint 
chfq(t, s) as in (ll), and let X1, . . . . X,, be linearly independent (without loss 
of generality). Assume that 
(3.1) 
for some 1 -a<p<l. Then E(I Y((X)<co a.s. Moreouer, E(Y(X)= 
aX + b for some a E R” and b E R’, if and only if b = 0 and for a.e. t E R”, 
(2.1) and (2.2) hold when O-C a < 1, or (2.1) and 
s (v-au)(l+log Itu))dr(u,u)= -5b (2.2’) %+I 
hold when a = 1, provided the location parameter (a,,, b,) in (1.1) is OE OV+r. 
Proof Finiteness. We verify the finiteness of E( ( Y I I X) when 0 < a < 1. 
It is known (see Ramachandran and Rao [6] that E(I YI I X) < co a.s. if 
and only if for some E > 0, 
I 
E 
sV2[1 - Iqrlx(s)I] dsc cc a.s., (3.2) 
0 
where cp *I x (s) = E(e”‘I X). 
Since X, , . . . . X,, are linearly independent, we have for any y E BP\ { 0}, 
tX # 0 as., and therefore 
f{(u,~)~S,+lrtu#O}~O. (3.3) 
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Hence 
I I cptt, s)l dt < CQ (3.4) R” 
for all s E lR (see [7, Lemma 2.1]), and thus X has a continuous joint 
density (simply take s = 0), denoted by f(x), and a (regular) continuous 
conditional characteristic function of Y given X = x is given for all s E R! 
and xE[W” by 
Now put 
A, =d,(t,s)=] [ltu+suI”- Ihll”] dT(ll, u), 
&+1 
A=~,(t,s)=y, j [(tu + sup) - (tu)@)] dz+l, u), 
-%+I 
where yb = tan(crrr/2). Then we have 
=: l+c(x) cz1+z~+z3+z‘J, 
where I, to Z4 are functions of x and S, and c(x) = [(2a)“f(x)]-‘. Thus 
a 1 - C(X){ IReUdl + I WLd + 111 I + 113 I > 
and in order to establish (3.2), it su!Iices to show that the functions 
(Z,(x, s)l, IZ3(x, s)l, I Re(Z,(x, s))l, I Re(Z,(x, s))l are integrable with 
respect to S-~Q!S over (0, E) for every x E R”. 
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The integrability of 1 I, 1 can be verified as follows: For 0 -KS < E, we have 
II,(x,s)/<tj Iq(t,0)ld~expl~,l~t R” 
<f I w” lcp(t,O)I d~exp(ls)aT(S,+l)} dt 
< const s I cp(4 011 4 dt. lx?” 
When 0 < a < f, using Lemma 2(f) (Appendix), we obtain 
1 
2 
Af(t, s)<Const IsI”+~ ( tu 1 (a--p)‘2 df(u, u) 
<Const 1.~1 “‘T(S,,,)[ ItuIOL--Pdf(u,u) 
&+1 
GConst JsI”+~ I [Itul-P+l]dT(u,u) S.+1 
because I x I a < 1 + I x I p for p > a. Hence ) Ii (x, s)l is upper bounded by 
which is integrable w.r.t. sP2ds over (0, E) by (3.1) and (3.4). 
When i<a<l, using Ilx+yI”-lxl’l<lyl’, we obtain Af(t,s)< 
const I s I 2a. Therefore I I, (x, s)l is upper-bounded by const I s I 2a 
slwn I cp(t, O)l dt which is integrable w.r.t. sP2ds over (0, E) by (3.4). 
Similar arguments apply to 11, I. 
In order to establish the integrability of I Re Z2 1, we split Iw” into the 2” 
“octants” over each of which each coordinate tk is either > 0 or < 0. These 
subsets can be paired up as follows: A,, -A,, AZ, -A2, . . . . A2”-l, -Azn-l. 
Hence, 
exp( - itx) cp(t, 0) A, (t, s) exp[iA, (t, s)] dt 
x A,@, s) cos (tu + sv)+) dr(u, u) 1 dt 
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2”-I 
= klzl jAk 1 dt, 011 
x{~,(r,s)cos[tx-*~j(t”+~u)“‘dr] 
+A,(-t,s)cos tx-yy, (tu-ssv)<=)dr 
[ 1 11 dt 
= z: jAk I dt, Ol {Cdl (4 s) 
+A,(-t,s)] cos tx-yy, 
[ j 
(tu+sv)<‘>df I 
+A,(-t,s)[cos(tx-+u-@)‘“‘dT) 
--OS tx- ya 
( 1 
(tu+su)(“)dl- 111 dt. 
Therefore using ) cos a - cos b I< ( a - b ( , and Lemma 2(a), (c), and (d) we 
obtain 
lRel,Cx~s)l~2~‘j IcpW)l {MW+dl(-641 
kc1 At 
+/A,(-t,s)y,) J‘,,, [(N--su)<i)-(tuisv)<‘)JdTljdt 
+ c2 +, ItuI’-’ lsul df 1 jsuJ*dr dt 
sn +1 I 
=c: JsJ”+p+c: ISll+a 
Icp(t,o)I Cl ltu 
i j &Cl 
because p > 1 - a. And the right-hand side of the above inequality is 
integrable w.r.t. se2dr over (0, E). This shows the integrability of 
1 Re I2 (x, s)l over (0, E) w.r.t. sL2& for all x E W”. 
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Similarly for the integrability of I Re I4 ( , we obtain 
x/sin[h--y,jsfl+l (tu)<a)dr]i dt 
(tllpdr dt 1 
(by Lemma 2(e)) 
=c Isl=+p 1” lcp(C ON 
[ 
s,“,, ltUl-* q dt 
=Const Is(~+~, 
which again is integrable w.r.t. s-2& over (0, E). 
The proof of the finiteness of E(I YI (X) when a = 1 is essentially the 
same by using the corresponding inequalities in Lemma 3 (Appendix), and 
replacing d,(t, S) by 
d;(t,s)=2j 
71 &Cl 
[ (tu + su) log I tu + SU I - tu log I tu ) ] U( u, V). 
For instance, by Lemma 3(a), 
(I,(x,s)(<$[ Icp(t,0)((4;)2dt~Const Is(~(‘-~) 
W” 
which is integrable w.r.t. sU2 dr over (0, E) if 0 <q c f; and by Lemma 3(b), 
IReZ2hs)1$2~1[ IcpVJUI {l&k4+4b--01 
he=, Ak 
+Ld~j 
72 .%+I 
[@I--sv)log )tu-suI 
- (tu + sv) log I tu + su I ] N(u, u) dt 
<Const (Isll+p+ IsI~-~ IsI) 
which is integrable w.r.t. S-~U!V over (0, E) if 0 <p, q -c 1. 
Linearity. We now show that 6 = 0, (2.2), and (2.3) are necessary and 
sufficient for the linearity of the multiple regression when 0 <a < 1. The 
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argument for a = 1 is similar. Under (3.1), the conditional mean exists and 
has the following expression for a.e. x E R”: 
E(Y,X=x)=~~Ete”Y,X=x) 
s=o 
1 1 . 
= i (2x)“f(x) !Yo I 
exp( -itx) s-‘[q(t, s) - cp(t, 0)] dt. 
R” 
But the integrand is upper-bounded for all 1 s I< 1 by 
Is-lC~(t,s)-~(t,O)]l=Is-l~(t,O)Cexp (--d,+id2}-111 
(by Lemma 2 (a), (b)) 
Gc Irp(kO)lJ ((tuI-p+ l)dT (p> 1 -a). 
%+I 
Since the right-hand side is an integrable function oft over R” by (3.1) and 
(3.4), by the the dominated convergence theorem we obtain 
E(YJx=x)=: 
1 
1 (2K)“f(X) I 
exp( - itx) P cp(t, s) dt 
w s=o 
1 
= i(2n)“f(x) I 
exp(- itx) cp(t, 0) -a 
[ J 
(tu)(=-‘> u df(u, Y) 
*’ %+I 
+ iv, [ 1 tuy 0 df(u, 0) dt, %+I 
where the differentiation under the integral sign is justified as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Therefore E( YI X =x) = ax + b a.e. if and only if for a.e. 
(therefore by continuity for all) x E IF!“, 
1 
-1 exp(-itx)cp(t,O) 
PI* R” 
-zIs.+, (tu)(“-‘>udT 
+ ifa j Itu(“-‘udT dt=i(ax+b)f(x). 1 &+I (3.6) 
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On the other hand, for each j = 1, . . . . n, 
1 -- W(x) - (2n) i R” exp(-W$(t,s) dt, 
I s=o 
as follows by integration by parts and lim,,j, _ o. cp(t, 0) = 0, which is due to 
the existence of a joint density of X. Therefore, 
i(ax + b)f(x) 
1 =- 
s (271)” 68” 
exp( -itx) 
i 
i a.2 f&t, s) 
j=, ‘atj 
+ ibq(t, 0) dt 
S=O 1 
1 
=-j exp(-itx)q(t,O) --as 
P)” LR” [ 
(tu)(‘-‘)(au)dT 
&+I 
+ iay, I 
jtulapl (au)&+2 dt. 
s”+l 1 
Combining (3.6) and (3.7), and using the uniqueness of Fourier transform, 
it follows that E( Y( X =x) = ax + b a.e. if and only if b = 0 (by letting 
) t 1 + co) and (2.2), (2.3) hold for a.e. YE R”. 1 
Remark 2. (a) If X1, . . . . X,, are linearly dependent but not all 
degenerate, then there must be a linearly independent subset Xi,, . . . . X,, 
k < n, such that a(X,, . . . . X,,) = 0(X,,, . . . . X,), and therefore 
&I YI 1x1, .‘*, xn) = E(I yl I xi,, ..9 xik). 
Condition (3.1) will be adjusted to a weaker sufficient condition, involving 
only ui,, . . . . uik, with similar adjustments for (2.1) and (2.2) (or (2.2)’ if 
a= 1). 
(b) The same arguments as in the proof of finiteness in Theorem 2 
show that for 0 < a < 2, 
E(I YI” IX,, . . . . X,)-c co a.s. 
if there exists a positive p such that (3.1) is satisfied for all t E I?‘\ {0}, 
where 
O<A<a+min(a,p) if 0-ca-c 1, 
O<A<a+min(p,2-a) if l<a<2 
(for the symmetric case with n = 1, see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [7]). 
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(c) If X, Y are jointly a-stable with 0 <a 6 1 (i.e., n = l), then the 
assumption (3.1) is equivalent to 
s IuI-Pdf(u,u)<co for some 1 -a<~< 1, s2 
under which, Corollary 1 holds for 0 < a < 1. Part (1) of Corollary 1 is also 
given in [3]. 
(d) If X,, . . . . X, are independent, then assumption (3.1) becomes 
I s,+, IuiI-pdT(U,U)<~ for all i = 1, . . . . n, 
which implies E( I YI (Xi) c co a.s. by Theorem 2. And it can be easily 
verified that in this case Corollary 2 holds for 0 < a c 1. 
(e) Similar arguments work to show that Corollury 3 is valid for 
O<a<l. 
(f) When (AT,, . . . . X,, Y) is symmetric, Condition (2.2) (or (2.2)’ when 
a = 1) is satisfied. Indeed under symmetry we have for all s E IF!, t E R”, 
5 (tu + su)+) dT(u, v) = 0 &+I (3.8) 
(or Jsn+,(tu+sv)log Itu+soI dT(u, u)=O when a= 1). When O<a< 1, 
assumption (3.1) implies 
since p > 1 -a. Applying dominated convergence, we can take the 
derivative with respect to s (resp. ti, i= 1, . . . . n) inside the integral in (3.8) 
to obtain ~S,+,u(hl(a-‘df(u,u)=O (resp.~s~+,ui~tu(a’-‘d~(u,u)=O for 
each i = 1, . . . . n). Similar arguments work for a = 1. 
(g) When WI, . . . . X,) is symmetric, applying the arguments in (f) we 
have S s. ,~~Itu)“-‘dT(u,u)=O for each i=l,..., n. Therefore (2.2) 
becomes i 
s 
S,+,uItu~a-ld~(u,u)=OwhenO<a<l. Whena=l, weobtain 
s”+* Ui[l +log ltul] dI’(u, u)=O for each i= 1, . . . . n, and thus. (2.2’) is 
equivalent to Ssm+, u[l +log ltul] dT(u, u)= -b1r/2. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We apply the results in Sections 2 and 3 to various classes of stable pro- 
cesses, such as Gaussian scale mixtures, moving average, and harmonizable 
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processes. First we give an example where X, , . . . . X,, are not independent or 
totally skewed and the regression E( YI X) is linear. 
4.1. Example of Linear Regression 
Let (X, Y) be jointly a-stable, 1 #a E (0, 2), with spectral measure r as 
in (1.1) concentrated essentially on n half-circles as follows: Fix n linearly 
independent vectors ek in S, and n signs &k E { - 1, 1 }, and let 
Since 1 = 11 u (1’ + u2 = w2 II ek (1 2 + u2, each Ek can be identified with the half- 
circle 
Assume r is concentrated on U; = I Ek. For instance, when n = 2, r is 
concentrated on two half-circles lying on S3 and the plane determined by 
ek and the u-axis, respectively, k = 1, 2. Then the restriction of f on each 
Ek can be identified with a measure rk on the half-circle S,,k. When 
0 < a < 1 assume in addition that for some 1 - a <p < 1, 
s s2,xiwI-p~rk(W~~)<% k = 1, . . . . n. 
Then E( Y ( X) = aX a.s., where a is the unique solution of the linear system 
Ca = b, where C = (eki) is an n x n matrix, ek = (ekr, . . . . ekn), b = (b,, . . . . b,), 
Proof: We first show that when 0 <a < 1, E(I YI I X) c 00 a.s. by 
verifying the sufficient condition (3.1) in Theorem 2. We have 
i,,, I tu I -p dT(u, 0) = 5 j ) tu 1 -p dT(u, u) 
k=, 4 
=k$, Itekl-pJ‘sLk IWl-‘drk(W,v)=: i ItekIepdk, 
k=l 
where, by assumption, dk < co. Also from ( 1.1 ), 
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Icp(t,O)I=exp -S,+l ItuladT(u,u)} i 
=exp - 
i 
f: Itekl’js2,k IwladTk(w, u)} 
k=l 
=: exp {- i 8k ttekla}. 
k=l 
It follows, using the linear transformation xk = tek, k = 1, . . . . n, that 
as 0 <p < 1, so condition (3.1) is satisfied. 
We now verify conditions (2.1) and (2.2) for the linearity of regression. 
For (2.1) we have 
(u- au)(tu)<‘-‘> #(II, u) 
= 
kcl @ek)<“-l’ lszk b- aekw) w<“-” drk(w, u) 
n 
=kgl (tek)<“-‘> 6,(bk- at&) =o, 
since Ca = b implies aek = bk, k = 1, . . . . 12. Likewise for (2.2) we have 
I (u-aau)ItuIOLel dT(u, 0) &+I 
Thus (2.2) is satisfied for all t E R”\(O). 1 
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In studying the multiple regression properties of moving average and 
harmonizable processes which are defined by integral representations, we 
will use the relationship established in the lemma below. 
Let M be a real, independently scattered, a-stable random measure on a 
measurable space (E, 8) with control measure m and constant skewness 
intensity function p. Then the r.v.‘s X, = jEfk(z) &4(z), with fkELa(m), 
k = 1, . . . . n + 1, are jointly a-stable. The spectral measure r of 
x = (X, ) . ..) X,, X,,,) (as in (1.1) with Y replaced by X,,,) is given by 
l+P 
T(B)= 2 -ml~K1(B)+&+m ph-1(-B), 
for any Bore1 set B on S, + 1, where 
h(z) = (fi (z), . . ..fn+ 1 (z)>/II f(z)ll 2 dml (z) = II f(z)ll” Hz), 
and 11 *II denotes Euclidean norm in R”+’ (Samorodnitsky and 
Taw CW 
LEMMA 1. For any symmetric measurable function L on S,, 1 (i.e., 
L(u)=L(-u), uES,+,), we have 
Is”+, L(u) Wu) = lE WzYll f(z)lll II f(z)ll” Mz). 
Proof. By the transformation theorem and the symmetry of L, we have 
=!$I L(h(z))dm,(z)+ 
E 
~[EL(-Uz))~ml(z) 
= J‘, W(z)) dml (z) = jE LCf(z)/ll f(z)lll II f(z)ll” Mz). I 
4.2. Scale Mixtures of Gaussian Processes 
Let X(t) = A”*G(t), t E T, where A is totally right skewed a/2-stable, 
0 < a < 2, and hence positive with Ee-“A = exp { - zP’*} for all u > 0, inde- 
pendent of the Gaussian process G = {G(t), t E T} with mean zero and 
covariance function R(t, s). Then the scale mixed process X= {X(t), t E T} 
has symmetric a-stable finite dimensional distributions and for all 
t1, -0.5 tn+1 E T, 
ECl.vtn+l)l Iatl), ---7 -vt,)l< aJ 
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ECJ4t,+,)l X(fl), .*-, X(tn)l =a1-vt,)+ ... +a,X(t,). 
where the uk’s are the regression coefficients of its Gaussian counterpart: 
ECG(t,+,)lG(t,), . . . . G(cJl =a,G(t,)+ ... +a,G(hJ. 
ProojI The joint chf is 
II+1 
Eexp i 1 s,X(t,) S/cSjR(tk, tj) 
k=l 
42 
SkSjR(tk, tj) 3 
1 1 I 
where C(a) = 2-‘7r”(2”)[r((l + a)/2)]-‘I”. It follows that 
WA .**, X(t,+, I> z C(a) Jb G( t,, 0) dM(o), .., \ G(t,, w) dM(o) n 
where (52,9, P) is the probability space on which the Gaussian process G 
is defined and A4 is an independently scattered, symmetric a-stable measure 
on (0,s) with control measure P. (This integral representation is well 
known (e.g., see [l, p. 73). Let r be the spectral measure of X(tl), . . . . X(t,), 
X(t,+,) as in (1.1). 
We first verify the finiteness of E[lX(t,+,)( IX(tl), . . . . X(t,)] when 
0 < tl< 1. Without loss of generality we assume X(tl), . . . . X(t,) are linearly 
independent, so the covariance matrix E, = {R(tk, tj));,i= i is positive 
definite. Fix p E (1 - a, 1). By Lemma 1, for all s E R”\ (0) we have 
< Const (sZ,S’)-P’~ (4.1) 
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for some q,r>l, q-‘+r-‘=l, O< pr < 1, since Et= 1 siG(ti) is Gaussian 
with variance sZ:,s’ and C,>O, and 
E[;$; G2(~~)l’p~~)r’2~~(~+a)r~2-1~~~ E(G(ti)((P+a)r 
IIf1 
=Const 1 IR(ti, fi)l(P+a)r’2* 
i= 1 
(4.2) 
Therefore, 
jRn I cp(s, O)l [ jsn+, I su I--p dT(u, )] ds 
bConst[R”exp{ -[isZ,$l1/2} [sZ-‘,s’]-p/2ds. (4.3) 
Since E, is positive definite, there exists an n x n orthonormal matrix A 
such that En = A Diag(l,, . . . . A.,) A’, where Izi > 0, i = 1, .,., n, are the eigen- 
values of C,. Therefore letting u = sA, we have 
(4.3) = Const JR. exp { - [i iI “iUfIuJ2}( !, iiU:)-p’2 du 
= Const (A, ...An)e112J exp -2- 
08” { “*(~~u:)112~(~~u:)-“‘dv 
= Const cc @--l-P I exp { -2-“j2pa} dp < 00 0 
because 0 <p < 1. Hence by Theorem 2, E{ 1 x(t,+ r)l 1 x(tI), . . . . x(t,)} 
-c co as. 
The linearity of regression follows from the same property of the 
Gaussian vector G = { G1 (t), . . . . G,(t)}, by verifying condition (2.1) using 
Lemma 1. With X = (x(tI)), . . . . X(tn)} and L(u, u) = (u-au)(h)<‘- ‘>, 
I (u-au)(tu)(OLel) dT(u, u) sn+, 
=C”(O!)E{[G(~,.+~)-~G](~G)<“-~~}=O, 
or, by a simple direct argument using X = A1’2G, 
E{X(t,+,)lX} =E{E[A’~2G(t,+l)(A, G]lX} =E(A1’2aGIX)=aX. 1 
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4.3. Harmonizable Processes 
Let 
X(t) = Re j m ei” &Y(I), -a3<<t<, 
-02 
be a real harmonizable a-stable process, where 2 is a complex valued, rota- 
tionally invariant, a-stable random measure on (I& B) with a finite control 
measure m. The joint characteristic function of X(ti), . . . . X(t,+ 1) is 
For O-C a< 1, LePage [4] showed that E(IX(t)l IX(s)) is finite a.s. Now 
we show this is true in the multivariate case. 
THEOREM 3. Zf X = {X(t), - CO < t < CO } is a real harmonizable stable 
process, then for all t,, . . . . t,, t,+ , , 
E{lx(t,+,)l I-Vt,), . . . . Wt,)} < ~0 a.3. 
Proof: We only need to prove it for 0 < a < 1. Without loss of generality 
we assume X(tl), . . . . X(t,) are linearly independent. Note that 
(4.4)=exp{ -j:, I[ni’ sjcos(tj12) + C ssin(tJ) 
j=l 
1’ [:I: , , ]2ia’2dm(J)} 
= exp { -im 1 ni1 sjsjcosl(r,-tj)A^]lyldm(i)}, 
--m k,j=l 
For each fixed 1, - I f c;,:’ 1 sksj cos[(tk - tj) A] la’2 is the log of the 
characteristic function of A ‘I2 { G(t,, A), . . . . G( t ,  + i, A)}, a scale mixture of 
a Gaussian vector which has mean zero and covariance matrix C,, + i, 1 = 
{ cos [ ( tk  - tj) A] }t,:l 1. If r, is its spectral measure, then 
(4.4)=exp{ -2”12jm [ 
-co &+I 
Isuj”dT,(u)dm(l)), 
and thus the spectral measure r of (X(t,), . . . . X(t,+ ,)} on S,, i is given (in 
view of its uniqueness) by 
r(.)=2a/2jm r,(.)dm(A.). 
-co 
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Another useful property is that because the joint chf of 
{G(tl, 21, . . . . G(t,+l, A)} is 
, 
there exist independent standard normal r.v.‘s Z1 and Zz, such that 
{WI, A), . . . . G(t,+l, 4) 
g z, { cos( t, A), . ..) cos(t,+,~)) +Z,{sin(t,1), . . . . sin(t,+,l)}. 
Thus for all n 2 1, 1 < rank(C,+ r,J < 2. 
We verify (3.1) as follows: Using Lemma 1, we have for all s E TV, 
< Const I O” 1 SZ,,AS 1 -Iv2 dm(i2), --a, 
by using (4.1) and (4.2), where the variance RA(ti, ti) of G(ti, A) is inde- 
pendent of 1, Rl(ti, ti) = cos[(ti- ti) I] = 1. 
We denote fi (A), fi (A) the two possibly nonzero eigenvalues of Cn,z. 
Then f,(I) > 0, i = 1, 2, and at most one could vanish, since C,,A is non- 
negative definite with 1 <rank(&) ~2. There exists an orthonormal 
matrix Al = {u,(J)};,= r, such that Cn,l = AA Diag[f, (J),f*(J), 0] A;. 
Since the diagonal elements of C,,n are all equal to 1, it follows that 
f, (A) uj: +f2 (A) uTz = 1 for j = 1, ..,, n; therefore, 
n = i u-1 (A) uj: +f*V) a,?21 =h (A) +S*(J). (4.5) 
j=l 
Since X(tr), . . . . X(t,) are linearly independent, we have for any 
SE iP\(O}, ~rX(t,) + . . . +s,X(t,) #O, and hence there exists a constant 
c>O such that 
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(see [ 73 ), Therefore, 
exp { -c )I s I( “} (sZ~,~S’)-~” ds 1 dm(l) 
=Const O” 1 u exp(-c Ilull*) -co W”
x [u;fi (A) + u;f2(l)] -/J’~ du dm(A), (4.6) 
where we substituted u = sAA. Now let u = pv, v E S,; then 
= Const E[ Vff, (L) + Vif, (A)] -p’2 (p<l<n), 
where V= (VI, V,, . . . . V,) is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere S,. 
When n 2 2, it follows that (V,, V2) g R ( U1, U,), where (WI, U,) is 
uniformly distributed on the unit circle S2 and R is independent of 
(U,, U,) and has a Beta(1, n/2 - 1) distribution. Thus 
[f,(A) cos2 O+f2(A) sin2 6]-p’2 d0 
< Const 
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=Const 5 
--PI2 2a 
0 J (1 +n-‘[fi(A.)-f2(jl)] COS(~~)}-~‘~ de (by (4.5)) 0 
< Const ji” [ 1 - I cos (269 ] -p’2 de = Const j: [ 1 - ( cos 8 I ] -p’2 de < 00 
because 1 - cos 0 N t12/2 (or (0 - x)*/2) as 0 --+ 0 + (or 8 -, z _ ), and 
0 < < 1. p Therefore, 
(4.6) 6 Const m(R) < co. 
By Theorem2, E(IX(t,+,)( IX(tl), . . ..X(t.))<co. When n= 1, 2 the 
argument is simpler. 1 
When n > 2 the multiple regression E{X(tn + 1)l X(tr), . . . . X(t,)} is 
conjectured to be always nonlinear in the harmonizable case. 
4.4. Moving Average Processes 
Let 
X(t)= jm f(t-u)dZ(u), -cocot<<, 
-co 
be an a-stable moving average process, where Z has independent a-stable 
stationary increments with Lebesgue control measure and constant skewness 
function /3 and f~ L”. Fix tl , . . . . t,, t, + , E [w’ and assume without loss of 
generality that X( t 1), . . . . X(1,) are linearly independent. When 0 <a < 1, 
assume furthermore that for some 1 -a <p c 1, 
X [jym Ii1 Sif(Ii-U)i-’ {ni1f2(ti-U)}(.iii)‘2 du] dS< CO. (4.7) 
i= 1 
Then ECIRL, dl I-Vfd, . . . . X(t,)] < cc a.s. and, moreover, E[X(t,+ ,)I 
-vt1), .**, X(r,)] = XI= 1 a,X(t,) if and only if for a.e. s E R”, 
-U)- i aif(ti-u) II i Sif(ti-U) 
a-l 
du=O, 
i=l i=l 
-U)- i Ujf(ti-24) 
i=l 
][ i sij-(ri-u)]+l’du=O. 
i= 1 
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A specific example is the (left) Omstein-Uhlenbeck process 
X(t)=jL, e -4-u) dqu), - al < 2 < co, for which for any fixed 
t,< -*- <tn<t,,1, we can write 
X(fnfl)=e-“(‘“+‘~‘“)X(t,)+e-“‘“+’ 
I 
fn+ 1 
eAu dZ( u), 
fn 
where the two terms are independent, and therefore E[lX(t,+ 1)l 1 
at1 1, ‘**> J34Al is infinite a.s. when 0 <a < 1, while when 1 <a < 2, the 
(left) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is (left) Markovian and the regression is 
linear: 
EC-vtn, I)1 Wt1), *..7 X(f,)] = e-‘lct”+‘--‘“) X(&J. 
Similar properties hold for the (right) Omstein-Uhlenbeck process, X(t) = 
1: e’(‘-‘) C&(U) with t,, I < t,, < . . . < fl. In fact, it seems likely that the left 
(resp. right) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes are the only nonanticipating 
(resp. fully anticipating) moving averages for which all regressions, given 
any finite number of past (resp. future) values are linear. 
Note that for any nonanticipating moving average (that is, f(x) = 0 if 
X-CO), when O<a<l, condition (4.4) can never be satisfied since 
f(ti - 24) = 0, i = 1, . . . . n, for u > max(t, , . . . . 1,). In fact, for a nonanticipating 
moving average with 0 < a < 1, the conditional absolute means given past 
values are a.s. infinite. 
PROPOSITION 2. If X(t)=j’_,f(t-24)dZ(24), -~0ctt03, is an 
u-stable moving average with 0 < a < 1, then for any t, < . . . < t,, < t, + 1, 
Proof: We can write X(t, + ,) as 
~(t~+~)= J” j-(t,+l-u)ciz(u)+ J~~+l/(t.tl-ll)d~(~)=:~+~, -cc 
where ‘1 is independent of X(ti), . . . . X(2,,), and t, and E I q I = 00 
(as O<a<l). Hence 
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Since 5 E a(Z(t), t < t,}, rl is independent of o{Z(t), t < tn} and 
EI~+al=ooforanyconstantaER. 1 
This was pointed out for II = 1 in [7]. An analogous property holds for 
fully anticipating moving averages (i.e., f(x) =0 if x >O) and regression 
given future values. 
5. APPENDIX 
Here we prove some real variable inequalities which are used in 
Section 3 with z = y/x. 
LEMMA 2. For all 0 < c( < 1, 1 - a <p < 1, and real z, the folh&g 
inequalities are true: 
(a) IIl+zI”-11<121. 
(b) j(l+z)<=+-11<2lz]. 
(c) I(1 +zp-(1 -Z)<@)l62 (Zln. 
(d) ~11+zl”+~1-zl”-2~~21+p~z~a+p. 
(e) I(1 +z)(‘)+ (1 -z)(“)-21 <21+p Izlafp. 
(f) ~~l+z~‘-l~~~~~~“+~~~~ if O<a<$ 
(g) )(1+z)(~)-l~121-“Iz)(“+p)‘2 if 0 < a < +. 
Proof: We will show inequalities (a)-(g) for 0 <a -C 1. Then letting 
a + 1 establishes them for c( = 1. 
(a) If 1~181, then ~~l+z~~--1~6~z~“~~z~. If O<z<l, then 
~~l+z~‘-l~-~z~ = (l+z)“-(l+z) G 0. If -1 < z < 0, then 
(~l+z(“-l~-(z(=l-(l+z)“+z=(l+z)-(l+z)a,<o. 
(b) When 1 + z >, 0, (b) follows from (a). When 1 + z < 0, then 
1(1+z)<~>-1~-21zl=~1+z1”+1+22 
~ Il+z)+1+2z 
i 
if l+z<--1, 
1+1+2z if 1$-z>-1, 
Z if z<-2 
= 2(1+-z) i if -2<2<-1, 
< 0. 
(c) If lz(<l, then l+z>O,l-z>O, 
](l+z)<“>-(1-z) @>I = (I 1 +zl”- (1 -zl”l < I2z1”<2 lzlZ. 
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If 1 z 1 > 1, then it suffices to consider the case z > 1, since both sides of the 
inequality are even functions. When z > 1, in view of concavity of x’, x > 0, 
we have 
~(1+z)~~~-(1-z)~~~~=~1+z~“+)z-1~a,<2z”. 
(d) If Izj >i, then 
~(1+z~“+~1-z~a-2(~~~l+z~~-l~+~~l-z~~-l~~2~z~~ 
=2 IzI*+p I.z-p<2l+p JZl=+p. 
If lzl<$ then let f(z)=Il+zI’+Il-zI*-2. We have f(O)=O, 
f’(z) = a(1 +z)<“-‘) - a(1 -Z)<*-‘>, f”(z) = a(a - l)[Ii +z1=-2 + 
11 -zIoLM2]. Hence there exist 181 < 1, such that 
I f(z)l = I h’f”W 
(e) When Iz( < 1, (e) follows from (d). When I z I > 1, we only need 
to prove for z > 1, since both sides of the inequality are even functions. For 
z> 1, we have 
I(1 +z)@>+ (1 -z) ‘“)-2l=l(l+z)“-(z-l)“-21 
= I(1 +z)a- 1- [(z- 1)01+ 111 
<max()zl’, 2 lz()<2 IzIafP. 
(f) If JzJ31, then 
1)1+zl”-l(< 
If /zI <l, by (a) we have 
) 11 +zJ”- 11 < IZJ i Jzl(*+p)/2 IzI’-(=+p)l2< JzJ(a+W, 
since 2 - (a +p) > 0. 
(g) When 1 +z>O, (g) follows from (f). When 1 +z ~0, then the 
concavity of x’, x > 0 implies 
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The following inequalities are used in Section 3 for the case a = 1. 
LEMMA 3. ForO<p<1,O<q<1,(y)~1,x~R,thefollowingaretrue, 
(a) l(x+y)log Ix+yl -xlog 1x1 I 
<Cl IY(‘-~ [l+C,max(Ixl-P, Ixlp]. 
(b) l(x+y)log lx+Yl -(x-Y)hs lx-Y1 I 
<C, IyI1-q [l+C,max(Jx(PP, lxlp)]. 
Cc) ((x+y)log Jx+yl +(x-y)log lx-y\ -2xlog lx 
<cJxl-“ly(‘+p’? 
Proof. We will use the fact that for any 0 cp < 1, y # 0, 
l~ogl~ll~p-‘max(l~l-P, IYIP). 
where C,, C,, C are finite constants: 
II 
(a) When x = 0 the inequality is clearly satisfied. Hence assume x # 0. 
Let f,(y)=(x+y)log Jx+yl -xlog 1x1. Then f:(y)= 1 +log Ix+yl, 
provided x + y # 0. 
Case (1). If)y~<~]x~,thenx+6y#Oforall~8)~1.UsingTaylor’s 
expansion, we have for some ) 8 I < 1, 
Case (2). If I yl a:f 1x1, then 
IfX(Y)l~l(x+Y)loglx+YII+lxl%Ixll 
<q-l max(lx+yl’-q, Ix+yll+q)+q-l max()xIiMq, Ix~‘+~) 
<q-l max(13y11-q, 13.~1 l+q)+q-l max((2y11-q, (2~\‘+~) 
<q-‘(3’+q+21+q)l yl’-4. (5.1) 
(b) A similar argument works. 
(c) When x=0, the inequality is clearly satisfied. Hence, assume 
x # 0. Let f,(y) = (x+y)log ]x+yl +(x-y)log Ix-y] -2xlog 1x1. 
Thenf,(O)=O, and f;(y)=log ]x+y( -log Ix-yJ, provided x+y#O. 
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Case (1). lr1<$1x1. Then f:(O)=0 and f:‘(v)=(x+y)-I+ 
(x-y)-‘. Therefore, for some 10 1 < 1, 
l--P 
Case (2). I y I > ) ) x I. Then using (5.1) we have 
Ifx(Y)I < l@+Y)log Ix+.Yl I + lb-y)log Ix-y1 I +2 lxlog 1x1 I 
<4(3 l+P/2+y+Pq y(l-P/2 (by (5.1)) 
P 
<clyJ’+p’2 IyI-p<cIyl’+p’2 ilxl [ I -p 
=c2pIyl’+9xJ-Y 1 
The following inequalities are used in Sections 2 and 3 (with z = y/x) and 
can be established using Taylor expansion as in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. For all 1 < Q < 2, p > 0 and real z, the following inequalities 
are true. 
(a) Ill+zl”-ll~alz[“+alz1. 
(b) I(1 +z)+>- 1 I <cr IzI=+c1 IzI. 
(c) I(1 +z)(“>-(1 -,)@>I <2c( Iz(“+2a IZI. 
(d) I~1+zI”+~1-z~“-2~~2’+%~z~“+~+4~z2. 
(e) I(1 +z)<“)+(l -~)<a)-21 <2'+% Iz~~+P+~c~z~. 
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